
555  GOLF  EDITORIALS 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

 

THE DAMN GREENS AREN’T HOLDING 
 

Golf delivers bitter pills on occasion, ones that you have to swallow somehow if you need to 

change directions and want to score anywhere near your expectations! 

 

When the ‘Dance Floor’ is really hard, even if the ‘Stimp’ is not all that fast, your ball may tend 

to bounce and/or ‘Run Through The Green’. This means “The Greens Are Not Holding”! We 

enjoy fast greens that roll true but not hard and bouncy! 

 

We often refer to this condition as the ‘Parking Lot’ … “Ka-Boing, Ka-Boing and Good bye!”. 

 

So, what can we do to manage this fairly common reality? 

 

Firstly, you know what ‘Quadrant Your Greens’ means and how to accomplish this really 

professional strategy and process. Always strive to leave your ‘Approach Shot’ so you can ‘Putt 

Straight Up Hill’. Don’t miss any opportunity to ‘Play Smart Golf’. I can tell you with authority 

that ‘The Smart Player Wins’ 9 out of 10 times! Pretty good numbers, right? 

 

Play ‘Links Golf’ when the ‘Dance Floor Is A Green Parking Lot’, meaning you more often than 

not should ‘Run Your Ball Up and Onto The Green’. You may simply pull one less ‘Approach 

Club’ and expect to come up on the apron or fringe. If that club produces a ‘Trajectory’ that 

produces too much ‘Bouncing Run On’, take a less-lofted iron, ‘Grip Down’ and ‘Knock It 

Down’ or create what we refer to as a ‘Bump & Run’. (see ‘The 5 Ways To Shorten Your 

Distance’ – ‘Masterfully Simple’! This will quickly change your ‘Golf Life’! … “AskUs!”)       

 

Remember, firing at a firm green ‘Down-Wind’ will require a similar shape and energy strategy! 

 

You shall ultimately be forced to ‘Manage Your Course Activities’ or pay the price for choosing 

‘Get Lucky, Crap Shoot or Hit & Hope Golf’! 

 

Luck is a really good component, but it comes to us far too seldom to rely on its helping!   

 

       “Welcome Aboard!” 

         “Enjoy The Ride!” 

 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

 E-Mail:  AskUs@555golf.com 

WebSite:  555golf.com 

Telephone:  (817) 673-8888 
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